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Happy New Year from the Chelmer Canal Trust!
As many will know, we’ve previously produced Coates Cuttings, an occasional collection of articles in
some way relevant to the Chelmer and Blackwater Navigation. Despite the best efforts of several
Coates Cuttings editors, collecting sufficient material, editing it, putting into the correct format,
getting it printed and then getting it circulated is burdensome. We are all volunteers! We hope that
we’ll be more efficient, make savings and be ‘greener’ with this, our second occasional Newsletter.
We’d value your feedback. If you have an article or picture, observation or point of view that would
fit well into a future newsletter we’d love to hear from you.
It is a satisfying task (for me, Neil!) to put together the various articles in this Newsletter. It’s always
good to reflect on what we are doing. We’ve tried to include pieces that are current or relevant as of
now. Hopefully broad-reaching - extending from the 1.5m diameter of a coracle to the many miles of
the Chelmer Valley between Chelmsford and the Blackwater Estuary.
Reading on you’ll find articles including:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

The CCT Board
Steve asking – “Why Use a coracle?”
The Chelmer Canal Trust and Floating American Pennywort
A Chelmer Valley Landscape Workshop
A CRACL Update
The Susan Trust

Enjoy!

The Chelmer Canal Trust Board of Management. What’s it all about?
It’s an obvious statement – ‘the Chelmer Canal Trust doesn’t run itself’. CCT keeps going, delivering on its
charitable objectives, through the work of the Trust’s Board of Management. Currently comprising four
members, but looking forward to welcoming two, maybe three, more in 2022, the Board meets about
every three months to conduct the business that is needed to keep the organisation on track and, being
both a Charity and Company Limited by Guarantee, to ensure that various reports are produced and
submitted on time.
Our CCT year probably starts with our AGM in September when we approve the annual accounts and
elect Officers of the Committee. Following the 2021 AGM I was honoured by being elected Chair of the
Management Board, taking over from William who has impressively performed the roles of Chairman and
Treasurer while having a full-time job and full-time family! William remains as Treasurer, assisted by
Susan Ware. Duncan Lumley and Steve Miles are the other Board members.
What business are we currently dealing with? Here goes: Scrutinising CCT’s finances in order to ensure
that we have the funds needed to operate successfully. Checking that our policies are up-to-date.
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Ensuring that the bench in memory of Dudley Courtman, a project we’d had to put on hold due to Covid,
is installed soon. Checking that we are appropriately represented on the Susan Trust management board CCT was one of the founders of the Susan Trust. Deciding how we progress with any replacement of our
CCT explanatory signs along the Navigation (thanks to Chas and Keith, two of our volunteers who ensure
that several of the signs remain clean and accessible). Receiving reports from the meetings of the various
groups on which CCT is represented. Scheduling the various events CCT arranges throughout the year –
Work Parties, Talks and Visits, and if possible, our annual barbecue. And deciding who writes what for this
Newsletter!
CCT is a volunteer-led and run organisation and thanks go to everyone who supports the Trust in any way
- paying the annual subscription (which is our main source of income), attending our talks, being involved
in our weedbusting work parties. The workload is obviously more-easily managed when the work is
spread out among more people. Please give some thought to how you might be able to support the Trust.
We are always keen to hear from those who might want to learn more about being a Trust Board
member. We are hoping there will be someone prepared to take, and distribute, Minutes of our Board
meetings. Someone(s) who could nag us for articles for Newsletters and get them produced would be
good! Got a skill or pastime that would be of interest to other members? Maybe you could be one of the
speakers at our evening talks? Thinking of something else that the Trust could usefully do? Please get in
touch.
We are hoping to hear from you! Please email: neil@chelmercanaltrust.co.uk
Neil
CCT Chair and CCT Trustee

Trustee and Work Party member Steve asks “Why use a coracle?”
When I’m battling a head wind against the current, I ask myself the same thing!
But then when the work boat and the canoes have left me behind I get to see a quieter peaceful river.
You’d be surprised how much noise a canoe can make. At the much slower / quieter pace I see the birds
and fish come to life (as well as seeing the small bits of penny wort that the work boat has left behind and
need removing!)
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But aren’t coracles round, not flat-ended?
Ah round ones, I’ve heard of those. But for me the flat front makes pennywort removal more stable. It is a
salmon fishing (poaching) boat after all. It also makes getting in and out easier than my dinghy. This also
helps in the variety of exit and entry points. Often I’ve climbed up ditch sides holding on to grass or
brambles.
The canvas is prone to holes, but as long as the water coming in is slower than the time you want to be
afloat, it isn’t a problem. Which is why I wear wellies!
I’m a long standing member of the Coracle Society. Our main objective is to promote these historic river
craft and keep them alive. Which for river maintenance, they are perfect.
If anyone fancies a go in the coracle after a work party please let me know through the Chelmer Canal
Trust (note from Editor – the Chelmer Canal Trust takes no responsibility for any unfortunate mishaps
although those of us who have tried it have enjoyed the experience!). Ignore the TV hype - they really
aren't that hard to use. There is just a bit of a knack. How hard can it be?
What could possibly go wrong?!
Steve
Coracleman and CCT Trustee

And since Steve mentions Pennywort… What’s that all about?
Floating American Pennywort reared its ugly head in the Navigation something like 20 years ago. Realising
that it was a serious threat to the future of the Navigation, the Trust was quick to act, securing significant
funding and succeeding in keeping the Navigation open until the present day.
For much of that time it has been our brilliant CCT volunteers who have shouldered the burden. Every
month, whatever the weather, a team of work party volunteers, our Weedbusters, head out to remove
pennywort from the various places it chooses to grow. Which is not just the Navigation itself. It has also
found its way into ponds, streams and feeder ditches along the Chelmer Valley.
To get an idea of the reality of the work done by our Weedbusters take a look at the Reports of our work
parties. Click here to get started. You’ll not only understand the type of work our volunteers undertake,
you’ll also see how dedicated they are in getting the work done. And maybe you’ll get a glimpse of the
friendly way our volunteers work together. In short, an impressive initiative and we can’t thank our teams
enough for the brilliant work that they continue to do.
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About ten years ago there was the opportunity to apply for significant funding to bring local organisations
together to work on Invasive Species such as Pennywort. Unfortunately, we were unable to secure the
support of other local organisations and a funding opportunity was lost. However, over the past few years
Essex and Suffolk Water have coordinated a network of groups with an interest in local pennywort
removal and in which CCT is a key player. The existence of this group, including the very welcome
practical support of Essex Waterways Ltd, has meant that it has been possible to take a more strategic
approach to pennywort removal, ensuring that local partners coordinate the work they are doing.
Has all the effort been worth it?! An unreserved “Yes it has!”. Without CCT’s taking up of the challenge,
and ongoing dedication to the work, there would have been serious consequences. The Navigation would
no longer be navigable (in the early days, as we were getting used to the challenge, in places it wasn’t);
the eco system would have been significantly changed (pennywort blocks out light and prevents
oxygenating plants doing their job); water quality would have been affected and abstraction of water to
supply homes in Essex would have been impeded; flooding would have become a more significant
problem.
What does the future hold? It’s fair to say that Pennywort is tenacious. We manage it; some think we can
eradicate it. Sometimes we are ahead of the game and there is practically nothing to be seen along the
length of the Navigation. Sometimes it gets ahead of us and we have to act quickly to prevent it getting
out of control. One of its challenges is that it is possibly naturalising to local conditions; it seems to be
able to less-threatened by the winter weather and there are places where it is preferring to grow up bank
rather than float on the water. We are hopeful that a natural predator of pennywort, a specific weevil,
currently being released at some sites in the UK, will become established locally and get to work
munching its way into the food stores we have ready for it!
In the meantime, due to the ongoing hard work of our amazing volunteers, and grateful for the support of
organisations like Essex Waterways Ltd, we continue to keep Pennywort under control.

Our work parties are ongoing – dates for 2022 are on the Forthcoming Events page of our CCT website
(click here). Everyone is welcome to take part – we can find tasks for everyone, whatever their interest or
ability.
Neil
CCT Work Party Organiser and Trustee.
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Chelmer Valley Landscape Workshop
In our last newsletter, we mentioned that there would be a Workshop in November 2021 to discuss three
key aspects of the Chelmer Valley with groups and organisations involved in it. This has now taken place
and we can reflect on the points which emerged.
Discussions at the Workshop were split into three categories; Conservation and Management, Cultural
Significance of the Landscape, and Public Engagement. Clearly these topics are interdependent and
overlapping to some extent.
There was broad agreement over the sort of landscape which is desirable in the valley, but it was helpful
for all of the various bodies involved, who often work in relative isolation, to be able to share information
and insights.

A significant conservation concern must be the need for new housing putting development pressure on
the landscape. While people do need places to live, it might be time to increase the width of the
Conservation Area and seek further protective designations in order to better preserve the character of
the Valley landscape. Invasive species also got a mention, an area of particular interest to The Trust.
Other organisations reported on habitat creation initiatives, and the importance of preserving flood
meadows, both for their historic significance and their importance in flood water management. Human
impact on the landscape is nothing new, but to maintain the rich natural value, it is necessary to actively
mitigate the impacts. This can range from installing eel passes at weirs to replacing habitats lost through
development, and helping farmers adopt ecologically-sound practices.
Treasured landscapes often benefit from the creative works they inspire. Think of Constable and the River
Stour, or Wordsworth and the Lake District, or how about Arthur Ransome and the Walton Backwaters?
In the last Newsletter the writing of J.A. Baker was cited as an inspiration for the formation of the group,
but the Workshop was also made aware of the composer Elizabeth Maconchy. Her work, in part, was
inspired by the many soundscapes of the Chelmer Valley and we should not forget the countless artists
and photographers who are drawn to the special places strewn throughout the valley. There are also the
many historic and prehistoric sites to be found. Much of the industrial heritage is still very visible, and as
we know, the navigational structures are still in regular use. As well as being a valuable leisure resource,
the landscape can tell us a lot about who we are, and how we got here.
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The pandemic and the lockdown put additional pressure of visitor numbers on the Valley while other
destinations were unavailable. This has highlighted both that the area is an essential local amenity, but
also that the engagement with the public, and provision for access, needs to be carefully considered to
avoid damage to the very environment which people have come to enjoy. Ways need to be found to
allow an increasing number of people to visit and enjoy the valley in a sustainable way. Parking has
become a much-discussed issue, especially around popular spots. The use of foot paths in the area has
also increased dramatically. There is a need for improvements to the infrastructure to be considered, as
well as education and awareness of what is in the valley and how to enjoy it sustainably.
The Chelmer Canal Trust is very pleased to be a partner in this group as part of our mission of protecting
the Chelmer and Blackwater.
William
Treasurer and CCT Trustee

A small step closer to linking the waterways of Chelmsford.

It will come as no surprise to anyone who knows Chelmsford well, that the picture above is a mock-up,
but it shows the kind of sight we will be able to see in the City once the plans for refurbishing the
automatic weir, and adding a new lock chamber at the same time, come to fruition. The latest official
information at the time of writing is that contractors have been appointed for the next stage of
investigation and core sampling of the existing weir structure. Originally this work was due to take place
in mid-December, once the Environment Agency had issued a permit for the works, but frustratingly a gas
leak was discovered in a low pressure gas main spanning the weir, so the works have been delayed. The
Trust will continue to monitor these developments together with our partners on the CRACL (Chelmsford
Rivers And Canal Link) group, and we will keep up our advocacy for the waterways to be joined up for
larger boats.
William
CCT Rep on the CRACL group and CCT Trustee
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The Susan Trust
The Susan – the last remaining wooden Chelmer and Blackwater Navigation Lighter, the only one to have
an inboard engine and a Designated Vessel on the National Register of Historic Vessels.
Responding to Chelmsford Council’s proposals to turn Susan into simply a land-based, concrete plinth
exhibit, the Chelmer Canal Trust was very much involved in stopping this happening and keeping Susan as
a vessel that would be operational on the Navigation. So in 2005 CCT was instrumental in the formation
of the Susan Trust, along with the Chelmer Lighter Preservation Society and Inland Waterways
Association. During its lifetime the Susan Trust has raised funds to restore, maintain and operate The
Susan, organised her restoration, ensured her future operation and maintenance and promoted Susan’s
history and future. A work still in progress.

With aims echoing those of The Chelmer Canal Trust, The Susan Trust is an enthusiastic independent
registered charity which aims to protect and enhance the public rights of navigation on the Chelmer and
Blackwater Navigation, and the recreational use and enjoyment by the public of the waterway and
surrounding conservation area. The Trust fosters the appreciation of the industrial and environmental
heritage of the area, and seeks to encourage the many and diverse educational opportunities which the
landscape affords
Susan had a short life as a working vessel before falling into disrepair. Her history since then has been
colourful. She’s changed owners several times, she sank, or was intentionally kept underwater on a
number of occasions, her engine was sold and bought back and although she remains The Susan, there is
very little of her that is ‘original’, such has been the need to replace so much of her woodwork.

Such a major project needed, and continues to need, significant funding. The original estimate for Susan’s
restoration was £120,000.00. With considerable necessary additional work having been discovered once
the refurbishment got under way, with changes to the VAT rules and with the passage of time, the overall
project costs now are in the region of £220,000.00 plus an estimated £20,000.00 for a cover for her, and
the costs of actually being able to use her as a working vessel. But so worth it. Such a vital part of the
Navigation’s heritage to preserve. Such an important vessel to bring back into operation. There’s an
extended presentation about The Susan and The Susan Trust available on the IWA website. Click on this
link and scroll down until you find it.
Duncan
CCT’s rep on The Susan Trust and CCT Trustee
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Reading this Newsletter but not a member of the Chelmer Canal Trust?
Thank you for your interest. We hope this Newsletter has helped you to learn more about the Trust and
about some of the things in which we are involved.
Hopefully you might consider becoming a subscribing Member of the Chelmer Canal Trust. It’s very easy
to join and it’s not expensive either. Just £15 per year for a single adult. £20 for a family.
You can join online or by post. Click here to get started.

Want to contact us or keep in touch with us?
Follow us on Facebook: @ChelmerCanalTrust
Contact us
By Snailmail: c/o Windmill Pasture, Little Waltham Road, Chelmsford, Essex CM1 7TG
By Email: enquiries@chelmercanaltrust.co.uk
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